TRIP REPORT FINLAND BEARS
Here: the brown bear is an
omnivorous, generally
solitary creature catching a glimpse is a
rare treat, especially
mothers with cubs

If you go
down to the

woods
today
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Heading to the hides of the Wild Taiga network of east
Finland, Ben Illis finds an unspoilt wilderness, where the
long days (and all too brief nights) are spent in the
company of forest predators, including brown bears,
wolves and wolverine
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A

s I survey the field of cottonflowers, their seed-heads
bobbing gently in the breeze, a
familiar silhouette lumbers
heavily into view, knee-deep in
the marsh. It is an adult
European brown bear. I can tell
it’s a female from the
comparatively narrow set of her head and shoulders.
Her cream-tipped, chocolate coat is lustrous even in
the flat light of an overcast day. She is magnificent.
She is in her prime. A smaller shape noses into view
behind her. Then a smaller one, followed by two more
the same size as the first. It’s Laura, a regular visitor
here, whose very unusual litter of four cubs I have
been desperately hoping to see. Born last winter, three
of her cubs are about the size of a spaniel, the fourth
more like a terrier. The runt turns out to be the boss,
leading the way in exploring, gambolling, playfighting; always employing impossibly cute behaviour.
It’s hard not to use words like ‘cute’ when describing
bear cubs. Bears have a unique place in the age-old
relationship between man and animal. As children, we
are tucked up with a teddy bear and read fairy tales in
which bears serve as totemic bogey-monsters; a
warning not to stray from the beaten path. My heart
wants me to play with the cubs; my head tells me it
would mean instant death.

Clockwise from below: Ben waits patiently at the swamp hide,
Martinselkonen Eräkeskus; Laura with her cubs; foraging along the
water’s edge; much of their diet consists of nuts, berries, fruit and roots
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Family forage
Back at the swamp, there are five other adult bears in
view and Laura places herself between the closest
adults and her cubs at all times. Despite playing
apparently freely, the cubs too are watchful. A huge,
battle-scarred male appears. Immediately, all four cubs
rear up on hind legs, sniffing the air cautiously. Laura
also pricks up her ears, suspicious of his intentions and
all eyes are fixed on the newcomer, as he ambles
slowly towards them. This is Badari, known to be at
least 42 years old, possibly even around 50, making
him a strong contender for the world’s oldest wild
brown bear. He is the size of a small cow and, while
visibly elderly, is far from frail. These days, during the
mating season, when males fight for supremacy and
the right to mate, Badari absents himself. His age and
size, however, assure him high status among the clan,
despite his effective retirement from the breeding
arena. As he approaches, it’s clear he has only feeding
in mind and, maintaining a safe distance, Laura
relaxes. Two cubs go back to foraging. The little one,
with a sidelong glance, pushes the fourth cub over,
tumbling on top in a snarling play-fight, which the
others swiftly join. Yes, impossibly cute.
I am at Martinselkonen Eräkeskus, in the no-man’sland between the Finnish and Russian borders, on the
westernmost fringe of the vast Eurasian taiga forest

that stretches across Russia and into Mongolia beyond.
The taiga is the planet’s largest forest and is
characterised by dense coniferous woodland and open
expanses of swamp, filled with hummocks of spongy
moss and cotton grass. There are some 60 independent
tourism companies operating across this stretch of
eastern Finland linked by an independent association,
Wild Taiga, which was established to promote tourism.
Another brown bear, Ram (short for Rambo), was
named before her gender had been established and has
been visiting Martinselkonen since she was herself a
cub. Her arrival this spring with her first litter of three
has been a wonderful reward for Markku Määttä and
his family, for their years of patience in establishing
trust in the region’s bears. It is this familiarity and trust
that affords visitors such an excellent chance of seeing
cubs. Mothers with cubs usually stay in the deep forest
and even to glimpse them is a rare treat, let alone to sit
watching them for hours as I am lucky enough to do.
In two nights at Martinselkonen I see no fewer than
four mothers with litters – two sets of twins, Ram and
her triplets and, of course, Laura and her quads.
Trust has been earned here, as it has across the
region, by baiting the hides with food. This causes
conflicting emotions – am I in a glorified open-air zoo?
The bear-feeding programme has been established in
close association with large predator experts. One of
them, Maria, was my guide at the Boreal Wildlife
Centre and she explained that in this area, over-fishing
has resulted in the drying up of the annual salmon run
that is so well-documented in North America and that

My heart wants me to play with
the cubs; my head tells me it would
mean instant death
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WILD TAIGA

Clockwise from here: sunrise over
the taiga; cubs rear up in reaction
to an approaching male; an
impressive array of birds can also
be seen in the area; some hides are
also geared up to spot wolves; Ben
and fellow kayakers on a lunch stop
before paddling to the beaverflooded plain on day two of his trip

The wildlife you might be able
to see in east Finland’s forests

Bear

There are an estimated 1,500 brown
bears in Finland. They have a life
expectancy of around 25 years,
with females living a little longer.
Females have their first litters at
about six, while males must wait
until they succeed in the fighting
arena for their chance at fatherhood.

Wolf

There are thought to be only around
140 grey wolves resident in Finland,
although some estimates put
numbers as high as 300. Despite
their relative scarcity, the grey
wolf’s range and distribution is vast
and they are not considered
threatened globally in any way.

In the summer months, the sun sets
around midnight and rises again
by two in the morning

Wolverine

formed a vital part of the bears’ seasonal diet, as they
fatten up for hibernation. The richness of the salmon
run also explains why North American brown bears,
which are the same species, are up to 30 per cent
bigger than their European counterparts. By laying out
food in such a way as to encourage natural foraging
behaviour among the bears, we are both replacing
food which we have made unavailable, as well as
drawing bears to areas where visitors can observe
them in the wild, thus facilitating bear conservation.
It’s a persuasive argument.

white nights
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My first 24 hours in the taiga were spent with a gentle
introduction to the land of the midnight sun from Urpo
Piirainen of wilderness activity company Wilds
Piirainen. In summer months, the sun sets at around
midnight and rises again by two in the morning. This
leaves only two hours of twilight, allowing for all night
photography but, of course, making eight hours sleep a
rarity. Instead, you nap for a few hours here and there,
seizing the day – and night – with both hands. At
midnight I found myself under a spectacular sunset,
swimming rapids in a dry suit, before spending my first
night at Routa Travel’s husky farm on the spectacular
shores of one of Finland’s estimated 300,000 lakes of
over one hectare. Day two saw me gently kayaking
across a beaver-flooded plain. Lunch was a feast of
sausages, grilled on a sharpened stick over an open
fire, before swimming in the cool waters of the lake
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below. The water of these lakes is filtered through peat,
so while otherwise very pure, it takes on an inky stain,
resulting in some magical, other-worldly reflections. Blue
skies and billowing white clouds seem more intensely
coloured in the water than in the skies above. The
absolute joy of an environment like this is that it is all but
devoid of pollution – even light and noise – as cities and
aeroplane routes are far, far away. It is the best kind of
wilderness: utterly unspoilt.
That night came my first taste of the hides when I
visited Urpo’s one-man wolverine hide, just a few miles
from Kuhmo town limits. Notoriously shy, wolverine are
unpredictable at the best of times and sadly failed to
show that night. All the anticipatory thrill of the chase
was there though, and my appetite was more than whet
for what was to come. The following night, at an
Arcticmedia hide, I elected to go for wolf. The hide was
larger this time, with beds for five and an ensuite ecotoilet – not for nothing is it nicknamed ‘Paradise’.
Arcticmedia is run by award-winning wildlife
photographer Lassi Rautiainen and family and, in
addition to giving free advice, they rent kit and offer
lessons to the uninitiated. Like most, they operate at
more than one location; some geared to bears, some to
wolves or wolverine and some to the impressive array of
birds that visit the region throughout the year. That night
I see my first bear and I’m gripped for a good 90 minutes
as he patrols the area, marking his territory, eating and
foraging. After his departure, I take to my bunk, leaving
Mika, my guide, to take his turn on watch. An hour or so
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The world’s largest terrestrial
mustelid (weasel) is both a
fearsome predator and effective
scavenger. Despite their relatively
small size (65-107cm in length) they
are fierce and have been known to
drive bears off a carcass. An
estimated 130 wolverine live in Finland.

Lynx

Although seldom encountered, the
lynx is Finland’s most populous
predator, numbering over 2,000
individuals nationally. Lynx don’t
feed on carrion, so are not
attracted to the hides. It feeds on
small prey, including mammals and
birds, which it hunts for itself.

Forest reindeer

There are thought to be between
700 to 1,000 forest reindeer in the
region, roughly one third of the
national population. Larger than
domesticated northern reindeer, the
forest reindeer is considered
threatened and exists largely in
forests, rather than on open tundra.

The Petola Visitor Centre just outside Kuhmo gives
a fascinating insight into the status of the region’s
four large predators and main prey species.
Visit www.wildtaiga.fi/en and www.outdoors.fi
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Here: catching sight of a
lone wolf as it grabs an
Right:
xxxxxxxxmeal.
opportunistic
Below: brown bears
have an average 25year life span in the wild

I watch, spellbound,
as the wolf cautiously
approaches, sniffing
the air nervously for
signs of bear

TRIP ADVISER >>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>
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larger tourist hides at most locations,
with a capacity of 12-20, are comfortable
and come equipped with a bunk bed and
camera station for each guest, as well as
an eco-toilet. Mid-sized hides for 3 to 7
people will also have a bunk each and may
or may not have an eco-toilet. Generally,
there will be more than one camera
station per guest, often with different
outlooks. Smaller one-man ‘professional’
hides usually consist of a single bunk/seat
with several camera stations. These are
geared towards one or two guests and
facilities are basic. Tea, coffee and
sandwiches are provided throughout the
night in all of the hides.
Mosquitoes are legendary in the Finnish
summer and a good repellent is vital. Take
good, strong and waterproof walking
boots for the brief walks to the hides.
Thick socks, a fleece and comfortable
clothes are recommended for the hides.
The Finnish summer can get very warm
and hats and sunscreen are advised.
When to go: Bears hibernate, so all tours
take place between May and September.
Adults mate (and males fight) in May and
June, when mothers with cubs are
generally absent. Cubs return to the
feeding arenas when mating is over, from
July to September.

tour operators:
n Discover the World, Tel: 01737 218 808; www.discover-the-world.co.uk
n Guild Travel, Tel: 020 7388 4158; www.guildtravel.com
n Wildlife & Wilderness, Tel: 01625 838 225; www.wildlifewilderness.com
n Wildlife Worldwide, Tel: 0845 130 6982; www.wildlifeworldwide.com
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passes and Mika wakes me as a wolf has appeared. I rub
the sleep from my eyes and watch, spellbound, as the
wolf cautiously approaches a carcass, sniffing the air
nervously for signs of bear. A lone wolf will rarely
approach a carcass with bears present. If the wolves are
running in a pack, though, it is the bears who defer.
I scrabble over words to do this magnificent beast justice.
Large, creamy-white, sleek and elegant, it stalks
cautiously up to the carcass and tears off a chunk of meat,
before retiring into the forest to eat. A few minutes later
a second wolf appears. Then a third. It is awe-inspiring.
By morning, our flasks of coffee have long run dry and
our final tally stands at four wolves and two bears. Not
bad, I think to myself. Little did I know that two nights
later, my nightly bear count would run into the thirties.
Eastern Finland is without doubt the best place in the
world to view the European brown bear, to say nothing
of wolves and wolverine. Wildlife tourism in the region is
growing and it seems that the large predators’
conservation status in the area is assured. This is
certainly a worthy addition to anyone’s wild travel wishlist and is one experience that will stay with me for the
rest of my life. WT

Cost rating:
Return flights from the UK to Kuhmo with
a connection in Helsinki cost from £220 a
person depending on departure date. A
night in a hide with Articmedia costs €150
a person, full board, with a night’s
accommodation in a lodge from €50.
Sample package tour: A 4-night Wild
Brown Bear Adventure from Discover The
World costs from £937 a person, based on
2 sharing. The tour includes return flights
between the UK and Kajaani via Helsinki;
3 nights at Hotel Kalevala and 1 night in a
bear hide; half board throughout
(including a late lunch on the day of the
bear hide) and a snack in the night in the
hide; a visit to Petola Nature Centre,
and airport transfers and taxes.
getting there: There are daily flights to
Helsinki from many UK airports. The taiga
region is best accessed from Kuusamo,
Kajaani or Kuhmo, location of the Wild
Taiga Visitor Centre of Petola. Internal
flights from Helsinki to Kuusamo, Kajaani
or Kuhmo operate 4 or 5 days a week,
depending on season.
Visa requirements from the UK:
Holders of valid UK passports do not
require a visa for stays of up to 90 days.
Tips & warnings: Hides vary
considerably in size and comfort. The

